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So far , so good...
The year started a bit haphazard with my jury duty
responsibilities, district half-days and other scheduling
mishaps. But, as I tell my students, just about everything in
life requires an iteration, so learning to ebb and flow with
the challenges is a must.
So, we did!
We started with
creating our own name
tags from various
materials, participated in
science experiments on
surface tension to guide
imaginations when completing their (optional)
water toy-bug challenge,
and have spent the rest
of the time in the lab
learning and re-learning
about computer coding.

parent or teacher told them what and how to do it , they
often had an itch or a passion that made them investigate,
create, and re-create. The most important part of the
badge achievement process is to document their creation
or experiment steps. Some students have jumped on
these challenges and posted videos on Edmodo (grades
4-6), sent pictures in, and/or written reports. It is a joy to
see work being completed outside the class. For more information on what is expected to achieve a badge please
visit my website. (see address at bottom of page)

Students were also introduced to
DELTA STEM badges. STEM badges
operate much like a Girl or Boy Scout
reward system where a user can earn an
achievement badge of accomplishment for
following the set criteria of the badge. All
DELTA STEM badges are optional. The reason they are not mandatory is because the
DELTA STEM program attempts to tap into
a student’s intrinsic creation process. I often
tell students that Mr. Einstein or Mr. Picasso
did not achieve greatness merely because a
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Coming Attractions...
Beginning in January we will be working with more hands-on projects
such as engineering challenges from PBS Design Squad, looking at
how to re-engineer things on our Hack Days, and involving students in
Stanford University’s Design Based Thinking Process which
is a process to get kids thinking and valuing other’s needs before beginning
to design a prototype to solve a problem (be forewarned that your son or
daughter might be asking to interview you to complete a badge challenge!). We
will also add some robotic technology into the mix with the use of BeeBots for primary grades and Cubelets for grades 3-6, and, if all goes as
planned, we will be ending the year with personal creation projects working with cardboard, lots of duct tape and MakeyMakey.com electronic
boards. I will continue to offer non-mandatory badge challenges related to
our lessons, giving students opportunities to dive into topics more deeply
at home.

DONATIONS to HACK
Grades 3-6

We will be running another
Hack (re-engineer) Day that
will require some specific
donation materials for students
to bring in. Last year on Hack
Day students brought in an item
of their own choice to take apart
and re-engineer, but it proved to
be a bit of chore to break them down because we did not have
the proper tools to safely accomplish this.

Online Coursework

We had to end our time
with computer coding
lessons in December, but
ALL students can continue
their coding journey in CODE.org. I
also provided all 5th and 6th students
accounts in Google’s CSFirst online
Scratch course to allow them to delve
into Music & Sound and Gaming
club activities at home or during school
open labs. All of this coding experience
will come into play again when students
create their own instrument prototypes
and personalized game controllers with
Makey Makey boards. It will be of great
assistance if students have a finished
Scratch project to work with by early
April, so if your son or daughter has
allocated computer time at home, this
is a great opportunity for her/him to
work on DELTA STEM work. Feel free
to email me with any questions or concerns on this.

All students in grades 4-6 should be
signed up for Edmodo.com. This
social-learning website provide students, and parents, with an
opportunity to participate in our
virtual classroom space.

This year, students will be given the opportunity to see how many
ways they can hack a dollar-store calculator, or, a fan-favorite
project of PBS Design Squad: Hack a Greeting card. Please consider donating a dollar store calculator (easiest to open
and manipulate); and or an audio greeting card for your child
and a friend to hack and re-engineer.
I anticipate we will be ready to start this by the week on Jan.
18th, but you can send these donations in any time prior. I also
realize that some students have already donated cards with
original supplies (thank you!), but if you have any other gently used
cards you want to recycle, please consider passing them on to our
Hack Day 2015.

•

•
•

I also send out bulk emails to STEM parents using the Mail Chimp
website. If you have not received one prior to this, please email me
at kdonovan@nhart.org. I often have so much more to share with
than a 2 page newsletter allows, so please let me know your email
address so I can add you to the list. Have a great New Year!

•

Encourage your child to:
Demonstrate to you that they
know how to get on to Edmodo.
com. If they need assistance in
remembering their password email
me for help.
Check into Edmodo once a week
before their next class to contribute a post or reaction
If you or your child comes across
a STEM connection share the URL
with us and create a conversation.
Share pictures and videos of projects and badge challenges.

Visit For Parents section on STEM site
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